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In Everyday Harumi, now reissed as an attractive jacketed paperback, Harumi Kurihara, Japan's most
popular cookery writer, selects her favourite foods and presents more than 60 new home-style recipes for
you to make for family and friends. Harumi wants everyone to be able to make her recipes and she
demonstrates how easy it is to cook Japanese food for every day occasions without needing to shop at
specialist food stores. Using many of her favourite ingredients, Harumi presents recipes for soups, starters,
snacks, party dishes, main courses and family feasts that are quick and simple to prepare, all presented in
her effortless, down-to-earth and unpretentious approach to stylish living and eating. Every recipe is
photographed and includes beautiful step-by-step instructions that show key Japanese cooking techniques.
Texture and flavour are important to Japanese food and Harumi takes you through the basic sauces you can
make at home and the staples you should have in your store cupboard. Photographed by award-winning
photographer Jason Lowe, this warm and approachable cookbook invites you to cook and share Japanese
food in a simple and elegant style.
Morimoto - Masaharu Morimoto 2007
A Japanese chef introduces his trademark cuisine, which blends Japanese color combinations and aromas
with such multicultural elements as traditional Chinese spices, simple Italian ingredients, and French style,
along with more than 125 recipes for signature dishes.
Cookbook Book - Annahita Kamali 2014-11-03
Over 100 of the most beautiful, influential and informative cookbooks of the past 300 years. Compiled by a
panel of experts in the fields of art, design, food and photography, Cookbook Book is an opus celebrating
cookbooks of all shapes, sizes, languages and culinary traditions. From tried&hyphen;and&hyphen;true
classics such as Larousse Gastronomique and Mastering the Art of French Cooking by Julia Child to
surprising quirky choices such as The Mafia Cookbook and The Hawaiian Cookbook, each of these
cookbooks has shaped, influenced or revolutionized home&hyphen;cooking in its own way. Includes
translations and full recipes. The book features stand out, gorgeous photography and is essential for any
collector of vintage cookbooks or for those that love food history.
Flavour - Ruby Tandoh 2016-07-21
Over 170 recipes – sweet and savoury – for every day, every budget, every taste, in a cookbook that puts
your appetite first from the Sunday Times top ten bestselling author of Eat Up. Organised by ingredient,
Flavour helps you to follow your cravings, or whatever you have in the fridge, to a recipe. Creative,
approachable and inspiring, this is cooking that, while focusing on practicality and affordability, leaves you
free to go wherever your appetite takes you. It is a celebration of the joy of cooking and eating. Ruby
encourages us to look at the best ways to cook each ingredient; when it’s in season, and which flavours pair
well with it. With this thoughtful approach, every ingredient has space to shine; including store cupboard
staples. These are recipes that feel good to make, eat and share, and each plate of food is assembled with
care and balance. Including Hot and Sour Lentil Soup, Ghanaian Groundnut Chicken Stew, Glazed
Blueberry Fritter Doughnuts, Mystic Pizza and Carrot and Feta Bites with Lime Yoghurt, this is a cookbook
that focuses above all on flavour and freedom – to eat what you love.
Japanese Home Cooking - Sonoko Sakai 2019-11-19
The essential guide to Japanese home cooking—the ingredients, techniques, and over 100 recipes—for
seasoned cooks and beginners who are craving authentic Japanese flavors. Using high-quality, seasonal

Moto - Homaro Cantu 2017-11-07
A masterwork of culinary genius: inside the kitchen at "trailblazing" (Eater) chef Homaro Cantu's Moto--one
of the most innovative restaurants in history. One of the Food Network's Best Books to Gift this Year! At
Chicago's world-renowned, Michelin-starred restaurant Moto, Homaro Cantu pushed the limits of cuisine to
deliver an unforgettable experience at the intersection of food, art, and science. Each meal reimagined
what cooking could be: edible menus imbued with the flavors of the dishes to follow, carbonated fruit that
fizzed when bitten, a transparent box that cooked fish in front of your eyes. Chef Cantu's work in the
kitchen continues to captivate the imagination, delight the palate, and articulate how futuristic food can
help solve global ills like hunger, poverty, and environmental destruction. From his "zero food mile" kitchen
garden to experiments with miracle berries to end our reliance on sugar, Cantu's mission was to serve
dinner with a side of changing the world. Featuring hundreds of stunning photographs, MOTO: The
Cookbook is a living record of a restaurant and a chef who defined modernist cuisine. It reveals the
inspiration and groundbreaking techniques behind 100 of Cantu's most influential and extraordinary dishes,
and traces his development from a young chef to a mind on the cutting edge of American food. MOTO: The
Cookbook will inspire cooks of all abilities.
Maangchi's Real Korean Cooking - Maangchi 2015
Explore the rich diversity of Korean cooking in your own kitchen! Maangchi gives you the essentials of
Korean cooking, from bibimbap to brewing your own rice liquor.
The Food52 Cookbook - Amanda Hesser 2011-12-20
The Best Cooks Are Home Cooks Accomplished food writers and editors Amanda Hesser and Merrill Stubbs
had a mission: to discover and celebrate the best home cooks in the country. Each week for fifty-two weeks,
they ran recipe contests on their website, Food52.com, and the 140 winning recipes make up this book.
They include: Double Chocolate Espresso Cookies Secret Ingredient Beef Stew Simple Summer Peach Cake
Wishbone Roast Chicken with Herb Butter These recipes prove the truth that great home cooking doesn’t
have to be complicated or precious to be memorable. This book captures the community spirit that has
made Food52 a success. It features Amanda’s and Merrill’s thoughts and tips on every recipe, plus behindthe-scenes photos, reader comments, and portraits of the contributors—putting you right in the kitchen
with America’s most talented cooks.
Japanese Cookbook for Beginners - Azuki Sakai 2021-01-27
★ 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 29,90 instead of $ 39,95 ★ Enjoy the most popular recipes in Japan
directly to your home and experience a magical journey into oriental cuisine with the delicious recipes
contained in this book, your guests will be amazed! Your Customers Will Never Stop To Use This Awesome
Cookbook Learn to use the ingredients of the oriental tradition to create exquisite and unforgettable dishes,
worthy of a real chef, including: Nigiri sushi with salmon Nigiri sushi with shrimp tuna sashimi in orange
sauce ramen chahan with shrimp okonomiyaki onigiri and many delicious sweets including: dango and Roll
Kyabetsu, and much, much more! Not only that, through our book you will discover the history and
advantages of Japanese cuisine and the countless benefits that this valuable and refined diet entails. Don't
miss the promotional offer, buy one of the latest copies now at the special price! Buy Now and let your
customers get addicted to this amazing book
Everyday Harumi - Harumi Kurihara 2016-06-02
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ingredients in simple preparations, Sonoko Sakai offers recipes with a gentle voice and a passion for
authentic Japanese cooking. Beginning with the pantry, the flavors of this cuisine are explored alongside
fundamental recipes, such as dashi and pickles, and traditional techniques, like making noodles and
properly cooking rice. Use these building blocks to cook an abundance of everyday recipes with dishes like
Grilled Onigiri (rice balls) and Japanese Chicken Curry. From there, the book expands into an exploration of
dishes organized by breakfast; vegetables and grains; meat; fish; noodles, dumplings, and savory pancakes;
and sweets and beverages. With classic dishes like Kenchin-jiru (Hearty Vegetable Soup with Sobagaki
Buckwheat Dumplings), Temaki Zushi (Sushi Hand Rolls), and Oden (Vegetable, Seafood, and Meat Hot
Pot) to more inventive dishes like Mochi Waffles with Tatsuta (Fried Chicken) and Maple Yuzu Kosho, First
Garden Soba Salad with Lemon-White Miso Vinaigrette, and Amazake (Fermented Rice Drink) Ice Pops with
Pickled Cherry Blossoms this is a rich guide to Japanese home cooking. Featuring stunning photographs by
Rick Poon, the book also includes stories of food purveyors in California and Japan. This is a generous and
authoritative book that will appeal to home cooks of all levels.
Japanese Soul Cooking - Tadashi Ono 2013-11-05
A collection of more than 100 recipes that introduces Japanese comfort food to American home cooks,
exploring new ingredients, techniques, and the surprising origins of popular dishes like gyoza and tempura.
Move over, sushi. It’s time for gyoza, curry, tonkatsu, and furai. These icons of Japanese comfort food
cooking are the hearty, flavor-packed, craveable dishes you’ll find in every kitchen and street corner holein-the-wall restaurant in Japan. In Japanese Soul Cooking, Tadashi Ono and Harris Salat introduce you to
this irresistible, homey style of cooking. As you explore the range of exciting, satisfying fare, you may
recognize some familiar favorites, including ramen, soba, udon, and tempura. Other, lesser known Japanese
classics, such as wafu pasta (spaghetti with bold, fragrant toppings like miso meat sauce), tatsuta-age (fried
chicken marinated in garlic, ginger, and other Japanese seasonings), and savory omelets with crabmeat and
shiitake mushrooms will instantly become standards in your kitchen as well. With foolproof instructions and
step-by-step photographs, you’ll soon be knocking out chahan fried rice, mentaiko spaghetti, saikoro steak,
and more for friends and family. Ono and Salat’s fascinating exploration of the surprising origins and global
influences behind popular dishes is accompanied by rich location photography that captures the energy and
essence of this food in everyday life, bringing beloved Japanese comfort food to Western home cooks for the
first time.
The Gaijin Cookbook - Ivan Orkin 2019
Japanese cooking for the American home from Ivan Orkin, Chef's Table sensation and "ramen genius" (Food
& Wine)
The Japanese Kitchen - Kimiko Barber 2004
Here is a mix of traditional and easy modern-day recipes for creating Japanese food. Kimiko Barber
presents 100 essential ingredients used in Japanese cooking. Every ingredient has its own separate entry
that covers history, appearance, manufacture, buying, storing, culinary use and health benefits.
Ideas in Food - Aki Kamozawa 2010-12-28
Alex Talbot and Aki Kamozawa, husband-and-wife chefs and the forces behind the popular blog Ideas in
Food, have made a living out of being inquisitive in the kitchen. Their book shares the knowledge they have
gleaned from numerous cooking adventures, from why tapioca flour makes a silkier chocolate pudding than
the traditional cornstarch or flour to how to cold smoke just about any ingredient you can think of to impart
a new savory dimension to everyday dishes. Perfect for anyone who loves food, Ideas in Food is the ideal
handbook for unleashing creativity, intensifying flavors, and pushing one’s cooking to new heights. This
guide, which includes 100 recipes, explores questions both simple and complex to find the best way to
make food as delicious as possible. For home cooks, Aki and Alex look at everyday ingredients and
techniques in new ways—from toasting dried pasta to lend a deeper, richer taste to a simple weeknight
dinner to making quick “micro stocks” or even using water to intensify the flavor of soups instead of turning
to long-simmered stocks. In the book’s second part, Aki and Alex explore topics, such as working with liquid
nitrogen and carbon dioxide—techniques that are geared towards professional cooks but interesting and
instructive for passionate foodies as well. With primers and detailed usage guides for the pantry staples of
molecular gastronomy, such as transglutaminase and hydrocolloids (from xanthan gum to gellan), Ideas in
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Food informs readers how these ingredients can transform food in miraculous ways when used properly.
Throughout, Aki and Alex show how to apply their findings in unique and appealing recipes such as Potato
Chip Pasta, Root Beer-Braised Short Ribs, and Gingerbread Soufflé. With Ideas in Food, anyone curious
about food will find revelatory information, surprising techniques, and helpful tools for cooking more
cleverly and creatively at home.
Hiroko's American Kitchen - Hiroko Shimbo 2012-10-30
125 new recipes that highlight the best of Japanese cuisine, but in new, simpler ways.
The Asian Grandmothers Cookbook - Patricia Tanumihardja 2010-06-01
Asian grandmothers — whether of Chinese, Japanese, Indonesian, Vietnamese, or Indian descent — are the
keepers of the cultural, and culinary, flame. Their mastery of delicious home-cooked dishes and comfort
food makes them the ideal source for this cookbook. Author Pat Tanumihardja has assembled 130
tantalizing dishes from real Chinese fried rice to the classic Filipino Chicken Adobo to the ultimate
Japanese comfort dish Oyako donburi. This is hearty food, brightly flavored, equally good to look at and eat.
Flavors range from soy and ginger to hot chiles, fragrant curries, and tart vinegars. The author has
translated all of the recipes to work in modern home kitchens. Many of them have been handed down from
mother to daughter for generations without written recipes, and some appear in tested and written form for
the first time. An exhaustive Asian Pantry glossary explains the ingredients, from the many kinds of rice and
curries to unfamiliar but flavorful vegetables.
Donabe - Naoko Takei Moore 2015-10-27
A beautiful and lavishly photographed cookbook focused on authentic Japanese clay-pot cooking,
showcasing beloved recipes and updates on classics, with background on the origins and history of donabe.
Japanese clay pot (donabe) cooking has been refined over centuries into a versatile and simple method for
preparing both dramatic and comforting one-pot meals. In Donabe, Tokyo native and cooking school
instructor Naoko Takei Moore and chef Kyle Connaughton offer inspiring Japanese home-style recipes such
as Sizzling Tofu and Mushrooms in Miso Sauce and Dashi-Rich Shabu-Shabu, as well as California-inspired
dishes including Steam-Fried Black Cod with Crisp Potatoes, Leeks, and Walnut-Nori Pesto or Smoked Duck
Breast with Creamy Wasabi–Green Onion Dipping Sauce. All are rich in flavor, simple to prepare, and
perfect for a communal dining experience with family and friends. Donabe also features recipes from
luminary chefs such as David Kinch, Namae Shinobu, and Cortney Burns and Nick Balla, all of whom use
donabe in their own kitchens. Collectible, beautiful, and functional, donabe can easily be an essential part
of your cooking repetory.
Japanese Home Cooking - Chihiro Masui 2022-02-14
In Japanese Home Cooking, the techniques and ingredients of Japanese cuisine are explained clearly,
thanks in great part to the many step-by-step photos. It omits nothing, from cooking rice to dressing a
Japanese table. The book is the ideal guide for cooks new to Japanese cuisine, as well as those with
experience. Features include: Japan's approach to food Step-by-step photographs for all recipes that
require more than the most basic skills Final dish presentation Technique and important detail, such as
slicing fish and vegetables in the traditional Japanese manner Dashi stock base, symbol of Japanese cooking
Notes on the history of Japanese regional cooking and the influence of foreigners The Japanese table.
Japanese Home Cooking has six sections with more than 90 recipes plus variations for everyday dishes and
for gourmet cuisine for special occasions. Examples of the recipes are: Starters: Cucumber and wakame
Sunomono; Prawns with pickled egg and kimi-zu Bowls and Soups: Red miso soup with clams asa ri; Clear
soup dumpling and crab wakame Vegetables and Tofu: Pumpkin in chicken broth soboro; Seaweed hijiki;
Sweet daikon with miso Fried and Grilled: Teriyaki salmon; Breaded shrimp tonkatsu; Tamago-yaki
omelette Rice and Noodles: Rice with five favors; Asa-zuke of cabbage, cucumber, carrots and Brussels
sprouts; Yakisoba fried noodles Sweets: Soy milk creme caramel; Hortensia cake; Ukishima (floating
island). For hard-to-find ingredients, the book includes a resource section and tips on generally available
substitutions.
Mastering the Art of Soviet Cooking - Anya Von Bremzen 2013-09-17
A James Beard Award-winning writer captures life under the Red socialist banner in this wildly inventive,
tragicomic memoir of feasts, famines, and three generations Born in 1963, in an era of bread shortages,
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Anya grew up in a communal Moscow apartment where eighteen families shared one kitchen. She sang
odes to Lenin, black-marketeered Juicy Fruit gum at school, watched her father brew moonshine, and, like
most Soviet citizens, longed for a taste of the mythical West. It was a life by turns absurd, naively joyous,
and melancholy—and ultimately intolerable to her anti-Soviet mother, Larisa. When Anya was ten, she and
Larisa fled the political repression of Brezhnev-era Russia, arriving in Philadelphia with no winter coats and
no right of return. Now Anya occupies two parallel food universes: one where she writes about four-star
restaurants, the other where a taste of humble kolbasa transports her back to her scarlet-blazed socialist
past. To bring that past to life, Anya and her mother decide to eat and cook their way through every decade
of the Soviet experience. Through these meals, and through the tales of three generations of her family,
Anya tells the intimate yet epic story of life in the USSR. Wildly inventive and slyly witty, Mastering the Art
of Soviet Cooking is that rare book that stirs our souls and our senses.
Mastering the Art of Chinese Cooking - Eileen Yin-Fei Lo 2012-05-18
This new masterwork of Chinese cuisine showcases acclaimed chef Eileen Yin-Fei Lo's decades of culinary
virtuosity. A series of lessons build skill, knowledge, and confidence as Lo guides the home cook step by
step through the techniques, ingredients, and equipment that define Chinese cuisine. With more than 100
classic recipes and technique illustrations throughout, Mastering the Art of Chinese Cooking makes the
glories of this ancient cuisine utterly accessible. Stunning color photography reveals the treasures of old
and new China, from the zigzagging alleys of historical Guangzhou to the bustle of city centers and faraway
Chinatowns, as well as wonderful ingredients and gorgeous finished dishes. Step-by-step brush drawings
illustrate Chinese cooking techniques. This lavish volume takes its place as the Chinese cookbook of choice
in the cook's library.
Japanese Cooking - Shizuo Tsuji 2021-05-19
When it was first published, Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art changed the way the culinary world viewed
Japanese cooking, moving it from obscure ethnic food to haute cuisine. Twenty-five years later, much has
changed. Japanese food is a favorite of diners around the world. Not only is sushi as much a part of the
Western culinary scene as burgers, bagels and burritos, but some Japanese chefs have become household
names. Japanese flavors, ingredients and textures have been fused into dishes from a wide variety of other
cuisines. What hasn’t changed over the years, however, are the foundations of Japanese cooking. When he
originally wrote Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art, Shizuo Tsuji, a scholar who trained under famous
European chefs, was so careful and precise in his descriptions of the cuisine and its vital philosophies, and
so thoughtful in his choice of dishes and recipes, that his words—and the dishes they help produce—are as
fresh today as when they were first written. The 25th Anniversary edition celebrates Tsuji’s classic work.
Building on M. F. K. Fisher’s eloquent introduction, the volume now includes a thought-provoking new
Foreword by Gourmet Editor-in-Chief Ruth Reichl and a new Preface by the author’s son and Tsuji Culinary
Institute Director, Yoshiki Tsuji. Beautifully illustrated with eight pages of new color photos and over 500
drawings, and containing 230 traditional recipes as well as detailed explanations of ingredients, kitchen
utensils, techniques and cultural aspects of Japanese cuisine, this edition continues the Tsuji legacy of
bringing the Japanese kitchen within the reach of Western cooks.
Japanese Farm Food - Nancy Singleton Hachisu 2012-09-04
"Our life centers on the farm and the field. We eat what we grow." --Nancy Singleton Hachisu, author
Japanese Farm Food offers a unique window into life on a Japanese farm through the simple, clear-flavored
recipes cooked from family crops and other local, organic products. The multitude of vibrant images by
Kenji Miura of green fields, a traditional farmhouse, antique baskets, and ceramic bowls filled with
beautiful, simple dishes are interwoven with Japanese indigo fabrics to convey an intimate, authentic
portrait of life and food on a Japanese farm. With a focus on fresh and thoughtfully sourced ingredients, the
recipes in Japanese Farm Food are perfect for fans of farmers' markets, and for home cooks looking for
accessible Japanese dishes. Personal stories about family and farm life complete this incredible volume.
American born and raised, Nancy Singleton Hachisu lives with her husband and teenage sons on a rural
Japanese farm, where they prepare these 160 bright, seasonal dishes. The recipes are organized logically
with the intention of reassuring you how easy it is to cook Japanese food. Not just a book about Japanese
food, Japanese Farm Food is a book about love, life on the farm, and community. Covering everything from
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pickles and soups to noodles, rice, and dipping sauces, with a special emphasis on vegetables, Hachisu
demystifies the rural Japanese kitchen, laying bare the essential ingredients, equipment, and techniques
needed for Japanese home cooking. "Nancy Hachisu is...intrepid. Outrageously creative. Intensely
passionate. Committed. True and real. I urge you to cook from this book with abandon, but first read it like
a memoir, chapter by chapter, and you will share in the story of a modern-day family, a totally unique and
extraordinary one." --Patricia Wells "This book is both an intimate portrait of Nancy's life on the farm, and
an important work that shows the universality of an authentic food culture." --Alice Waters
Japanese Cooking for the Soul - Hana Group UK Limited 2020-08-06
Practice mindful eating with the Japanese art of Itadakimasu. Inspired by Japan's delicious and innovative
cuisine, this cookbook introduces 70 simple yet sumptuous recipes to bring exquisite dishes to everyday
life. From Veggie Crunch Rolls and Yakatori Chicken Skewers, to Crab Tempura and Matcha Cheesecake,
Japanese Cooking for the Soul caters to every taste, bringing hearty lunchtime favourites and indulgent
eats to life through easy-to-follow recipes. The energy of this cookbook is inspired by the performance of
Itadakimasu, an essential part of Japanese culture which allows us to express gratitude before a meal. With
this mindful practice woven throughout each step of every recipe, Japanese Cooking for the Soul celebrates
fresh, quality Japanese-inspired cuisine through simple and accessible creations.
Mastering the Art of French Cooking - Julia Child 2011-03
No Marketing Blurb
The Japanese Art of the Cocktail - Masahiro Urushido 2021
The first cocktail book from the award-winning mixologist Masahiro Urushido of Katana Kitten in New York
City, on the craft of Japanese cocktail making Katana Kitten, one of the world's most prominent and
acclaimed Japanese cocktail bars, was opened in 2018 by highly-respected and award-winning mixologist
Masahiro Urushido. Just one year later, the bar won 2019 Tales of the Cocktail Spirited Award for Best New
American Cocktail Bar. Before Katana Kitten, Urushido honed his craft over several years behind the bar of
award-winning eatery Saxon+Parole. In The Japanese Art of the Cocktail, Urushido shares his immense
knowledge of Japanese cocktails with eighty recipes that best exemplify Japan's contribution to the cocktail
scene, both from his own bar and from Japanese mixologists worldwide. Urushido delves into what exactly
constitutes the Japanese approach to cocktails, and demystifies the techniques that have been handed down
over generations, all captured in stunning photography.
Tokyo Cult Recipes - Maori Murota 2016-05-17
Enjoy the best Japanese food at home with more than 100 dishes from the gastronomic megacity, including
favorites such as miso, sushi, rice, and sweets. While many people enjoy an almost cult-like reverence for
Japanese cuisine, they’re intimidated to make this exquisite food at home. In this comprehensive cookbook,
Maori Murota demystifies Japanese cooking, making it accessible and understood by anyone interested in
learning about her native food culture and eating well. Inspired by Murota’s memories of growing up in
Tokyo—cooking at home with her mother and dining out in the city’s wonderful restaurants and
stands—Tokyo Cult Recipes offers clear and concise information on key basic cooking techniques and
provides guidance on key ingredients that home cooks can use to create authentic Japanese food anytime.
Tokyo Cult Recipes is packed with dozens of mouthwatering, easy-to-make recipes for miso, sushi, soba
noodles, bentos, rice, Japanese tapas, desserts, cakes, and sweets, accompanied by helpful step-by-step
photographs. This fabulous cookbook is also a visual guide to this extraordinary city, bringing it colorfully
to life in gorgeous shots of food markets, Tokyo street scenes, Japanese kitchen interiors, and more.
Iron Chef - Fuji Terebijon, Kabushiki Kaisha 2004
A behind-the-scenes look at the popular Food Network program offers an episode guide, interviews with the
Iron Chefs, and menus and recipes created for the show.
The Great Ceviche Book, revised - Douglas Rodriguez 2012-07-03
The Great Ceviche Book is the definitive, authentic guide to this fresh vibrant cuisine. Ceviche—fresh
seafood cured in citrus—boasts lively, bright flavors along with a low-fat, high-protein healthiness. In this
revised edition of The Great Ceviche Book, award-winning chef Douglas Rodriguez reminds us why he is the
foremost Latin chef in America. You’ll find straightforward instructions and confidence-building advice to
walk you through all the ceviche fundamentals: its basic formula of six ingredients, the four safety
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commandments, helpful kitchen equipment to have on hand, and serving suggestions to create beautiful
presentations. Rodriguez’s passionate take on the subject offers more than forty diverse ceviche recipes,
from traditional dishes originating in Central and South America such as Chilean Sea Bass with Lemon Oil
and Ecuadorian Shrimp, to recipes that draw on diverse ethnic influences such as Gingered Toro Tuna with
Soy and Sesame. Chapters on tasty side dishes and helpful basics round out everything you need to know to
make this simple yet sophisticated cuisine in your own kitchen. Rodriguez’s streamlined preparations allow
home cooks to focus on the virtues of freshness and pure flavors.
Japanese Food Made Easy - Fiona Uyema 2015-09-11
Fiona Uyema uses local ingredients to show how Japanese cooking, known for its health benefits and
carefully balanced flavours, is perfect for a week-night family meal or impressive entertaining.
英文版楽しく簡単和のおかず - Yoshihiro Murata 2010-06-25
Yoshihiro Murata, one of the most accomplished and respected figures in Japan's culinary world, has
combined his expertise and artistry with his enthusiasm for teaching Japanese cooking to create this
exciting new book. Japanese Home Cooking with Master Chef Murata presents over sixty healthy home
recipes, from classic to modern, ranging from popular restaurant offerings like yakitori, tempura, and
shabu shabu to typical home dishes like onigiri (rice balls), miso soup, and tonkatsu fried pork cutlets. All of
the dishes can be made using Western kitchen tools and ordinary ingredients readily available from the
supermarket; if a more exotic ingredient is called for, Murata suggests alternatives. And, while he strives to
retain the authenticity of a recipe, he also recommends ways for the Western chef to adapt it. For example,
in a number of the recipes, he suggests using high-quality store-bought chicken broth, which is also used in
Japan, instead of traditional Japanese dashi stock. Another important aspect of Chef Murata's approach to
home cooking is his emphasis on presentation. With vivid color photographs, the book showcases Murata's
simple and beautiful ideas for serving and plating the food. Best known in the U.S. as the owner and chef of
the fabulous Kikunoi restaurants, Murata has made it his mission to educate and enlighten food lovers
everywhere about his native cuisine, in all its variety. As Chef Murata writes in the Introduction, "So let's
begin cooking healthy food at home. I assure you that with this book, you can cook Japanese food quickly
and easily, and develop a close feeling for the cuisine. I look forward to helping you, even if only a bit little
to lead a healthier life and make yourself and your loved ones happier."
The New Art of Japanese Cooking - Masaharu Morimoto 2007
Japanese cookery guru The Iron Chef, Masaharu Morimoto, combines European and Western cooking
techniques and ingredients with Japanese roots creating mouth-watering results. Chef Morimoto's cooking
has distinctive Japanese roots, yet it's actually, "global cooking for the 21st century." His unique cuisine is
characterized by beautiful Japanese colour and aromas, while the preparation infuses multicultural
influences such as Chinese spices and Italian ingredients, presented in a refined French style. Bring all of
these elements home following his step-by-step instructions and cook up over 125 recipes; from Tuna Pizza
and mouth-watering Bouillabaisse to sinfully rich Chocolate Tart with White Chocolate Sorbet. Discover
how to slice and cure fish, properly eat sushi and learn about the origins and significance of rice, soy sauce,
tofu, blowfish and other hard-to-find ingredients. For taste-bud travellers and anyone interested in learning
more about Japanese cooking and traditions.
Japanese Cookbook for Beginners - Azusa Oda 2020-03-17
The art of Japanese cooking made simple--a beginners' guide From everyday staples like miso soup to
takeout favorites like sushi, ramen, and beyond, Japanese food has long been enjoyed the world over. Now,
with the Japanese Cookbook for Beginners, the incredible tastes and unique techniques of Japanese cooking
can be mastered in your own kitchen with ease. You'll find an introductory guide to Japanese culinary
basics, plus dozens of quick, weeknight-friendly meals packed full of flavor. With this unique Japanese
cookbook, you can try simple dishes like Green Beans with Sesame, as well as mouthwatering meals like
Japanese "Fried" Chicken. Discover helpful ingredient tips: substitutions to make recipes even easier or
allergen-friendly, pointers for prepping more efficiently, and tricks to get the most out of a particular
recipe. This exceptional Japanese cookbook includes: Japanese kitchen essentials--Find a comprehensive
guide to stocking your kitchen, with information on everything from fresh produce and fermented foods to
must-have tools and utensils. Prep and cooking techniques--Explore traditional preparation and cooking
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methods, like itameni (braising), itameru (stir-frying), and iru (dry-frying/pan-roasting), in this beginnerfriendly Japanese cookbook. 70+ tasty recipes--Create delicious dishes like Bacon Fried Rice, Panko Fried
Shrimp, and Sweet and Savory Chicken and Egg Bowl--many of which take 30 minutes or less to make and
serve. If you've been looking for a Japanese cookbook that simplifies complex cooking techniques without
sacrificing flavor, the Japanese Cookbook for Beginners has you covered.
Japan: The Cookbook - Nancy Singleton Hachisu 2018-04-06
The definitive, home cooking recipe collection from one of the most respected and beloved culinary cultures
Japan: The Cookbook has more than 400 sumptuous recipes by acclaimed food writer Nancy Singleton
Hachisu. The iconic and regional traditions of Japan are organized by course and contain insightful notes
alongside the recipes. The dishes - soups, noodles, rices, pickles, one-pots, sweets, and vegetables - are
simple and elegant.
The Ultimate Japanese Cookbook - Slavka Bodic 2021-01-25
♥ Food is the most accessible pleasure. It is nourishing and comforting. ♥ ★ It connects people and makes
them feel good. Eating is what all of us have in common, and we all love to do it well. Plus, food is the
easiest way to explore a different culture. ★ Do you like to cook? But you are tired of the same old menu? ★
Have you been looking for fun recipes for any occasion? ★ Are you a fan of an authentic kitchen? ♥♥♥ Then
you are in luck! This cookbook has it all and more. It will upgrade your cooking routine with one hundred
eleven delicious and filling meals from Japan with love. You will be happy to cook again. Explore new and
exciting flavors of authentic Japanese cuisine. You will be delighted with the results. Don't worry if you are
not a chef. ★ This comprehensive cooking guide is good for any level. ★ It will help tap into your creative
side. ★ You will love this cookbook because everyone can appreciate a real homemade meal and newness.
Surprise yourself, your friends, or your family. It is time to cook something new. Be ready for your taste
buds to sing. ✓✓✓✓✓Get it now!
Japanese Cooking - Shizuo Tsuji 1980
By the proprietor of Japan's largest professional cooking school, this volumexplores ingredients, utensils,
techniques, food history and table etiquette.t contains over 220 recipes.
Japanese Cooking Made Simple: A Japanese Cookbook with Authentic Recipes for Ramen, Bento, Sushi &
More - Salinas Press 2014-06-18
Cooking a wide variety of Japanese meals doesn’t have to require a lot of effort, multiple cookbooks, and
guesswork. Here’s the key to making delicious Japanese food at home tonight. People love Japanese cuisine,
but very few prepare it themselves. Japanese Cooking Made Simple provides the basic techniques and
recipes that unlock your ability to prepare delicious, authentic Japanese meals to enjoy with friends and
family at home – without requiring significant investments in time and money to do so. Japanese Cooking
Made Simple contains more than 100 easy-to-follow authentic Japanese recipes with ingredients you can
find in your local grocery store. Sushi and bento boxes will become part of your weeknight meals, as will
Ramen with Braised Pork Belly, Tempura Soba, Fried Tofu in Broth, California Rolls, Pan-Broiled Salmon
with Scallions, Chicken Yakitori, and Green Tea Ice Cream. Step-by-step instructions and illustrations will
have you preparing sushi, including norimaki and temaki, with ease. Color photos help you put a beautiful
Japanese dish on the plate. In Japanese Cooking Made Simple, Salinas Press has once again created a
cookbook that provides home chefs not only with a wide variety of delicious recipes to choose from, but also
the simple tools to make it easy.
Mastering the Art of Japanese Home Cooking - Masaharu Morimoto 2016-11-08
The revered Iron Chef shows how to make flavorful, exciting traditional Japanese meals at home in this
beautiful cookbook that is sure to become a classic, featuring a carefully curated selection of fantastic
recipes and more than 150 color photos. Japanese cuisine has an intimidating reputation that has convinced
most home cooks that its beloved preparations are best left to the experts. But legendary chef Masaharu
Morimoto, owner of the wildly popular Morimoto restaurants, is here to change that. In Mastering the Art
of Japanese Home Cooking, he introduces readers to the healthy, flavorful, surprisingly simple dishes
favored by Japanese home cooks. Chef Morimoto reveals the magic of authentic Japanese food—the way
that building a pantry of half a dozen easily accessible ingredients allows home cooks access to hundreds of
delicious recipes, empowering them to adapt and create their own inventions. From revelatory renditions of
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classics like miso soup, nabeyaki udon, and chicken teriyaki to little known but unbelievably delicious
dishes like fish simmered with sake and soy sauce, Mastering the Art of Japanese Home Cooking brings
home cooks closer to the authentic experience of Japanese cuisine than ever before. And, of course, the
famously irreverent chef also offers playful riffs on classics, reimagining tuna-and-rice bowls in the style of
Hawaiian poke, substituting dashi-marinated kale for spinach in oshitashi, and upgrading the classic rice
seasoning furikake with toasted shrimp shells and potato chips. Whatever the recipe, Chef Morimoto
reveals the little details—the right ratios of ingredients in sauces, the proper order for adding
seasonings—that make all the difference in creating truly memorable meals that merge simplicity with
exquisite flavor and visual impact. Photography by Evan Sung
Washoku - Elizabeth Andoh 2012-02-28
In 1975,Gourmet magazine published a series on traditional Japanese food —the first of its kind in a major
American food magazine — written by a graduate of the prestigious Yanagihara School of classical cuisine
in Tokyo. Today, the author of that groundbreaking series, Elizabeth Andoh, is recognized as the leading
English-language authority on the subject. She shares her knowledge and passion for the food culture of
Japan in WASHOKU, an authoritative, deeply personal tribute to one of the world's most distinctive culinary
traditions. Andoh begins by setting forth the ethos of washoku (traditional Japanese food), exploring its
nuanced approach to balancing flavor, applying technique, and considering aesthetics hand-in-hand with
nutrition. With detailed descriptions of ingredients complemented by stunning full-color photography, the
book's comprehensive chapter on the Japanese pantry is practically a book unto itself. The recipes for
soups, rice dishes and noodles, meat and poultry, seafood, and desserts are models of clarity and precision,
and the rich cultural context and practical notes that Andoh provides help readers master the rhythm and
flow of the washoku kitchen. Much more than just a collection of recipes, WASHOKU is a journey through a
cuisine that is rich in history and as handsome as it is healthful. Awards2006 IACP Award
WinnerReviews“This extensive volume is clearly intended for the cook serious about Japanese
food.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune“. . . scholarly, yet inspirational . . . a foodie might just sit back and read
for sheer enjoyment and edification.”—Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Atsuko's Japanese Kitchen - Atsuko Ikeda 2019-07-09
"Expertly takes readers into a world of Japanese home cooking far from the austere precision of the sushi
counter, or the late-night rush of the ramen-ya. . . .This welcome primer goes a long way toward making
Japanese cooking accessible to home cooks curious but perhaps intimidated by the cuisine." Publishers
Weekly Learn how to make the enigmatic and umami-rich comfort food of Japan, with over 75 recipes

mastering-the-art-of-japanese-home-cooking-pdf

straight from Atsuko Ikeda’s authentic yet modern Japanese Kitchen. Japanese home-cooking is full of
comfort, but a version of comfort food that is stylish, mouth-watering and less unhealthy than most. For
those who aspire to recreate the Japanese dishes enjoyed in restaurants or on holiday, and to discover even
more about the secrets and techniques involved in Japanese home cooking, you are invited into Atsuko’s
Kitchen. Learn the subtle art of creating a balanced meal as demonstrated with an easy-to-follow
infographic. Learn the basics, such as how to season food the Japanese way, how to prepare dashi stock and
how to make variations on basic rice. Choose from the delicious array of main dishes you might be familiar
with, such as chicken teriyaki, tonkatsu pork, beef tataki, gyoza, seared tuna with ponzu, vegetable
tempura, okonomiyaki, grilled aubergine with sesame sauce, plus recipes from Atsuko’s own family and
modern creative repertoire. Also featuring ‘izakaya’ small plates for sharing and sumptuous modern
desserts, there is Japanese comfort food for every occasion. With tips on how to present your dishes in the
traditional way, anecdotes and cultural explanations of dishes, discover the secrets of Japanese homecooking for yourself.
Masterclass in Japanese Cooking - Emi Kazuko 2004-04-10
Step-by-step Masterclass recipes presented by renowned chefs introduce the fundamentals of the Japanese
cuisine. Illustrated and covers ingredients as well as presentation, this book reveals the essence of an
intriguing cuisine.
Books That Cook - Jennifer Cognard-Black 2014-09-04
Organized like a cookbook, Books that Cook: The Making of a Literary Meal is a collection of American
literature written on the theme of food: from an invocation to a final toast, from starters to desserts. All
food literatures are indebted to the form and purpose of cookbooks, and each section begins with an
excerpt from an influential American cookbook, progressing chronologically from the late 1700s through
the present day, including such favorites as American Cookery, the Joy of Cooking, and Mastering the Art of
French Cooking. The literary works within each section are an extension of these cookbooks, while the
cookbook excerpts in turn become pieces of literature--forms of storytelling and memory-making all their
own. Each section offers a delectable assortment of poetry, prose, and essays, and the selections all include
at least one tempting recipe to entice readers to cook this book. Including writing from such notables as
Maya Angelou, James Beard, Alice B. Toklas, Sherman Alexie, Nora Ephron, M.F.K. Fisher, and Alice
Waters, among many others, Books that Cook reveals the range of ways authors incorporate recipes-whether the recipe flavors the story or the story serves to add spice to the recipe. Books that Cook is a
collection to serve students and teachers of food studies as well as any epicure who enjoys a good meal
alongside a good book.
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